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TKB Simply Black (92% rayon, 8% spandex)…and to mix and match with the solid Black we’ve 
added pieces in TWO unusual FINISHES: 
TKP Silver Pin Stripe (80% rayon, 10 metallic, 10% spandex)
TKM Mesh Metallic Wide Stripe (85% rayon, 7% metallic, 8 spandex).  
Please check the drawings to see prices and to know which garments are available in each style.  Available for 
delivery in mid January.  Machine wash cold, hang or lay flat to dry. XS,S,M,L,XL

Our Travelknit Collection is comfy, great for travel, fits perfectly, is ever-so-slightly 
sophisticated and best of all it’s seasonless!  The spring/summer collection is: 

A. CAP SLEEVE TEE
TKB21-CS…….$44 
TKM21-CS…....$44
TKP21-CS…….$48
It’s our terrific basic tee that should be hanging 
in everyone’s closet.  It has a flattering neckline, 
loose cap sleeve and a gently curved hemline.

B. SHIRT-TAILED SCOOP
TKB21-SS…….$54 
TKM21-SS…....$54
TKP21-SS…….$59
A scooped neck, ¾” sleeve, a graceful, 
loose but shapely body and a wonderful 
swing that makes it all the more fun to wear.

B. 

C. 3 BUTTON SHELL
TKB21-TB……$44
TBM21-TB……$44
TKP21-TB…….$47
If ever you’ve searched for a perfect shell/tank 
and came up empty, those days are over.  This 
is the only one I wear with its’ flattering neck line, 
perfect armholes and three buttons up the back.

D.  POCKET CARDY
TKB21-PC…….$63
TKP21-PC…….$68
Can be worn over a tank and open in the front 
or as button up fun cardy.  The pocket’s just for 
fun!

 800.657.8158F.H. Clothing Co.
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E. SNAZZY TANK
TKB21-SZ…….$58 
TKM21-SZ…....$64
Tunic length with a tank personality and I love 
wearing it especially in the Mesh!! The square 
neck is GREAT and the fun pockets can’t be beat!

 800.657.8158F.H. Clothing Co.

F. JACKET
TKB21-JK…….$65
TKP21-JK…….$71
I’m always looking for a cool looking blazer-like-
throw-on jacket that’s NOT a cardy.  I think this 
one is it.  It has a stand up collar, one button and 
push up sleeves.

G. SPANTALOON
TKB21-SN…….$56
TKP21-SN…….$58
An “all-in-one” skirt/legging combo that seriously 
looks great on everyone no matter what you’re age.  
If it’s not jeans we’re wearing…it’s SPANTALOONS!!

H. SASSY SPANTALOON
TKB21-SSN…….$58 
TKM21-SSN…....$58
And now we have this...a new flirty 
version of the Spantaloon! 
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